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To the Committee Members 
We are pleased to advise that the audit of New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering Incorporated (the “Society”) is 
complete. 

 
Audit Findings Report 
This Audit Findings Report highlights the significant findings arising during the audit. 

While the matters set out within this report represent the views and conclusions reached by Grant Thornton during the audit, 
we have discussed its contents with Ben Vaughan to ensure it is factually accurate. 

We would like to take this opportunity to extend our sincere appreciation to the Committee Members and the finance team of 
Engineering New Zealand for their assistance and cooperation afforded to us during the course of the audit. 

This report has been prepared as part of the ongoing discussions between Grant Thornton and the Society. The purpose of 
this report is to highlight the key issues affecting the results of the Society and the preparation of the performance report for 
the year ended 30 September 2020. 

The document is also used to report to Committee Members, mandatory communications as specified within the International 
Standards on Auditing. 

This report should be read in conjunction with our audit plan and strategy report. 

We draw your attention to the important notice within this report, which explains: 

 the purpose of this report 

 limitations on work performed 

 restrictions on distribution of this report. 

 
Audit status 
Our audit complete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
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The following table summarises the key areas of focus during the audit. They represent areas of risk identified during our audit 
planning or risks that were identified during the course completion of the audit. 

It also summarises whether or not the area of focus is an area of accounting subject to the application of management 
judgement, whether any audit adjustments arose out of the work undertaken by the audit team, and whether any control 
findings arose for reporting to Committee Members. 

Detailed discussion and the results of our audit procedures are set out below this section. 
 

Focus area 
Judgement 
involved 

Audit adjustments 
arising 

Control 
recommendations 

Management override of 
controls (ISA presumed risk) 

   

 

Summary of key areas of 
audit focus 
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We set out below significant financial reporting matters which came to our attention during the audit.  

Matter Our Response 

Management override of 
controls (ISA presumed 
risk)  
 
International Standards on 
Auditing (“ISA’s”) state that 
the risk of management 
override of controls is a 
significant risk on all audit 
engagements. 

 

For judgemental balances which could include management bias, we 
have considered the risk in planning our audit approach and reflected 
this in the audit work we performed, specifically in respect of 
impairment. 

We have performed analytical and substantive procedures on 
balances in the income statement and balance sheet. 

We have identified higher risk journal entries in the general ledger and 
assessed their appropriateness through substantiation to relevant 
supporting evidence. 

Whilst no specific matters or exceptions were noted during our work, 
certain control matters are set out below for the attention of 
management.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Significant financial 
reporting matters 
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Due to the nature of the Society, as well as the inherent control limitations, our audit approach focused predominantly on 
detailed substantive testing as opposed to relying on the validation of the operation of internal controls. We did however obtain 
an understanding of and evaluate the control environment and where appropriate undertake some limited testing of controls. 

We note that in planning and performing our audit, we considered internal controls in order to determine our auditing 
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements. The purpose of our consideration of internal 
controls is not to provide assurance in its own right over internal controls, and therefore, our consideration of internal control 
would not necessarily disclose all matters in relation to internal controls that a more detailed special examination might reveal.  

We provide below our observations in respect to certain controls that we identified during the audit. The significance of the 
control findings are defined as follows: 
 

 

Important control matter that represents an area of high risk. The control finding 
represents an area of higher importance and a control gap could give rise to a 
material misstatement. Further, the risk of likelihood of a material misstatement is 
not remote. Action should be taken as a matter of priority to address the control 
finding. 

 

Matter of intermediate importance that represents an area of medium risk. The 
control finding represents an area of moderate risk that could lead to material 
misstatement within the financial statements. Action should be taken to address the 
control finding. 

 

Administrative matter that represents an area of relatively low risk. A control gap is 
unlikely to result in material misstatement within the financial statements. Action 
should be taken to address the control finding within a timeframe reflective of the 
underlying risk. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Control observations 
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Current Year Control Observations 
The following internal control matters were noted during the current year audit: 

 
Matter Assessment Issue and recommendation 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cash accounting of 
Membership 
Subscriptions 

 

GT noted during testing that membership 
subscriptions are recorded into the accounts 
on a cash accounting basis. This is in 
contrast to the tier 3 accounting standards 
which requires revenue to be recorded on an 
accruals basis. 

Processing membership fees on a cash 
basis leads to a higher risk of material 
misstatement due to the possibility of fees 
still receivable at year-end and the risk of no 
Income in Advance being recorded if billing is 
done prior to the commencement of the 
financial year. 

GT recommends that the accounting 
treatment of revenue be revised, and that an 
assessment is done at year-end for any 
membership fees still outstanding, as these 
will need to be recorded within accounts 
receivable at year end or written off if not 
recoverable. 

2 

 

 

 

GST Filing 

 

During testing of GST, GT noted that 
according to the IRD, NZSEE are to file their 
GST on a payments basis. On performing a 
GST reconciliation, GT noted that NZSEE file 
GST on an invoice basis.  

GT recommends that NZSEE files their GST 
in accordance with the basis under which it is 
registered or update their IRD account to 
'Invoice Basis' to reflect how GST is actually 
filed. 

3 

 

Conflict Register 

 

Considering the number of people on the 
management committee, GT would 
recommend that NZSEE should maintain a 
conflict register. 
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Prior Year Control Observations (Remediated / Closed) 
The following internal control matters identified in the prior year have now been closed / remediated:   

 
Matter Assessment Issue and recommendation 

Remediation 
action/closure basis 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charities 
Register 

 

During testing of related party 
disclosures, GT noted that the 
Charities Register only notes 
two members of the 
Management Committee as 
officers. Per review of the 
Charities Services website we 
note “Registration with 
Charities Services obliges 
charities to notify us of 
changes to name, address for 
service, balance date, rules, 
purposes or officers no later 
than three months after the 
effective date of the change.” 
GT recommends that the 
Register is kept up-to-date 
with all members of the 
Management Committee. 

During our testing, GT 
noted that the Charities 
Register have been kept 
up-to-date with all 
members of the 
Management 
Committee. This issue 
has been closed. 
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For the 30 September 2020 financial statements our materiality was $10,000 (Prior year: $17,000).  We have reported any 

differences above $500. 

Unadjusted audit differences 

There were no unadjusted audit differences noted during the course of the audit. 

Unadjusted disclosures  
No material disclosure deficiencies were noted in our audit of the financial statements.  

Adjusted audit differences 

There were no adjusted audit differences noted during the audit.  

Adjusted disclosure matters 

We include a summary of material adjusted disclosures that were identified by us during the audit and reflected in the financial 
statements: 
 

Adjusted disclosure 
Amount (where applicable) 
($’000) 

To update Revenue policy (Note 1) to include Bulletin Revenue: 
"This is recorded as revenue evenly over the subscription period." 
 

N/A 

To update Revenue policy (Note 1) to include an accounting policy 
for Building Resilient Contracts 

N/A 

To update Related Party Transactions (Note 4) and disclose the fee 
of the services provided by ENZ  

N/A 

To include COVID disclosure N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adjusted and unadjusted 
audit differences 
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How we achieve our goal of “A Quality Audit” 
We employ a broad range of mechanisms to ensure we understand our opportunities for continuous improvement.  

Additionally, we have processes in place to proactively identify emerging risks and to identify opportunities to enhance audit 
quality and provide insights.  

These processes include monitoring (both internal and external), client feedback, monitoring of complaints and interaction with 
regulators. 
 
How we monitor our system of quality control 
Annually, we conduct a comprehensive internal inspection program to assess whether our system of quality control is 
operating effectively.  

The thematic findings of our internal inspections for 2017 and the themes identified by the FMA’s inspections, are generally 
consistent. 
 
FMA review 
Grant Thornton were reviewed by the FMA in 2017. That report has been finalised and there were no material findings that 
require communication. The FMA report stated: 

 

 
 

 

 
The next FMA review will occur in March 2021 with reporting due some months later. 

 

 

 

 

How we deliver a quality 
audit 

“The firm has made good improvements in its quality control framework. Overall we are 
satisfied with the firms approach to audit quality and the actions taken following our 
previous review.” 

Interaction with 
regulators

Training 

Root cause 
analysis 

Quality 
reviews 

Action 
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In accordance with the Auditing Standards and best practice, we communicate the following matters to those charged with 
governance. 

Type of 
communication 

Status  Response 

Auditor’s responsibility 
under Generally 
Accepted Auditing 
Standards 

 

 

 

As Auditors, we are responsible for the completion of our 
audit in accordance with the International Standards on 
Auditing (New Zealand) (ISA NZ), and for forming and 
expressing an opinion on the financial statements that 
have been prepared by management with the oversight of 
those charged with governance. The ISAs (NZ) do not 
require the auditor to design procedures for the purpose of 
identifying supplementary matters to communicate with 
those charged with governance. 

Irregularities and illegal 
acts 

 

We have not become aware of any irregularities or illegal 
acts during the audit.  The audit of the financial statements 
does not relieve management or those charged with 
governance of their responsibilities. 

Significant risk – 
Management override 
of controls  

There were no significant matters that arose during the 
audit in connection with management override of controls 

Non-compliance with 
laws and regulations 

 

We did not identify any non-compliance with laws and 
regulations during the audit. 

Significant difficulties 

 

No significant difficulties were encountered during the 
audit.   

Accounting practices 

 

During the audit, we reviewed the appropriateness of the 
accounting policies, accounting estimates and accounting 
judgements. We did not note any instances where we 
considered the accounting practices to be inappropriate.   

Related Parties 

 

There were no significant matters for reporting to those 
charged with governance arising in connection with the 
entity’s related parties. 

Going concern 

 

No material uncertainties over going concern were noted.  
The use of the going concern assumption is appropriate in 
the preparation and presentation of the financial 
statements. 

Disagreements with 
management and 
scope limitations  

The audit team did not have any disagreements with 
management, and no scope limitations were imposed in 
regard to completing the audit. 

 

Communication of audit 
matters with those 
charged with governance 
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Type of 
Communication 

Status  Response 

Significant control 
deficiencies 

 

Other control matters noted during the course of the audit 
are set out above.  

Matters affecting 
governance of the 
Board  

There were no matters to report that arose during the 
audit, which in our professional judgement, are significant 
to the oversight of the financial reporting process. 

Independence of the 
auditor 

 

There have been no breaches of the independence rules 
for reporting to those charged with governance. 

No relationships have been identified between our firm and 
yourself that, in our professional judgement, may 
reasonably be thought to impair our independence. 

There were no non-audit services provided to the entity for 
the period ended 30 September 2020. 

As we did not provide any non-audit services during the 
year, no additional safeguards were required.  

Draft Management 
Representation Letter 

 

We have not requested any specific representations in 
addition to those areas normally covered by our standard 
representation letter. 

Expected modifications 
to the audit report 

 

No modification of the audit report is required, an 
unmodified auditor’s report will be issued 

Audit differences 

 

Adjusted differences: 
There were no adjusted audit differences identified, other 
than adjusted disclosures noted above. 

Unadjusted differences: 
There were no unadjusted audit differences identified. 
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In accordance with the Auditing Standards and best practices, we communicate the following in relation to the risk of fraud to 
those charged with governance: 

 
Scope of audit services regarding fraud 
In accordance with Auditing Standard ISA (NZ) 240, our required objectives with regards to fraud are: 

 To identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report due to fraud 

 To obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the assessed risks of material misstatement 
due to fraud, through designing and implementing appropriate responses 

 To respond appropriately to fraud or suspected fraud identified during the audit 
 

Responsibility of the Committee Members and Management 
The Committee Members and management are required to consider the risk of fraud within the Society 
and are responsible for maintaining a system of internal control to prevent, or detect material 
misstatements to the Performance Report arising from instances of fraud. 

 

What have we done in our audit to address the risk of fraud? 

 Considered conditions present that increase the risk of fraud 

 Conducted planning discussions with management regarding the risk or existence of fraud, policies 
and procedures in place to prevent and detect fraud 

 Reviewed accounting estimates for management bias 

 Evaluated the business rationale for unusual transactions 

 Maintained professional scepticism throughout the audit 

 Reviewed the appropriateness of journal entries and year-end accounting adjustments 

 Evaluated if any identified audit misstatements are indicative of fraud 

 Incorporated unpredictable audit procedures into our plane and testing 
 

Conclusion 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fraud 

From work performed, we have not been put on notice of any instances of fraud within the 
Society. 
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This report is presented under the terms of our audit engagement letter. 
• Circulation of this report is restricted. 
• The content of this report is based solely on the procedures necessary for our audit. 
 
 

Purpose of this report 
This report has been prepared in connection to our audit of the New Zealand Society for Earthquake 
Engineering Incorporated’s Performance Report which was prepared in accordance with the Public 
Benefit Entity Simple Format Reporting Accrual Standard for the year ended 30 September 2020. 

This report was prepared for those charged with governance, whom we consider to be the Committee 
Members, in order to communicate matters of interest as required by the International Audit Standards 
(New Zealand) (including ISA (NZ) 260 (Revised) Communication with those charged with Governance), 
and other matters that have come to our attention during the audit work that we consider might be of 
interest, and for no other purpose. 

This report summarises the key issues identified during the audit but does not repeat matters we have 
previously communicated to you. In particular, we draw your attention to our audit planning 
memorandum, which summarised our respective responsibilities, the results of our risk assessment and 
certain information regarding our audit strategy and audit planning. 

Limitations on work performed 
This Report is separate from our audit report and does not provide an additional opinion on the entity’s 
financial statements, nor does it add to or extend or alter our duties and responsibilities as auditors. 

We have not designed or performed procedures outside those required of us as auditors for the purpose 
of identifying or communicating any of the matters covered by this Report, accordingly it will not 
necessarily disclose all matters that the Committee Members may be interested in or those that a more 
detailed special examination might reveal. 

The matters reported are based on the knowledge gained as a result of being your auditors.  We have 
not verified the accuracy or completeness of any such information other than in connection with and to 
the extent required for the purposes of our audit. 

Restriction on use of our report 

This report is made solely to those charged with governance of the entity.  It should not be quoted or 
referred to, in whole or part, without our written consent.  We accept no responsibility to any third party in 
relation to its content. 

 

 

 

 

Important notice 
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